Treatment tailoring for factor V deficient patients and perioperative management using global hemostatic coagulation assays.
Congenital factor V deficiency (FVD) is a rare bleeding disorder with an estimated incidence of 1 in 1000,000 in the general population. Since the common coagulation tests do not correlate with the bleeding tendency there is an unmet need to predict FVD patients' bleeding hazard prior to surgical interventions. To optimize treatment prior to surgical interventions, using global coagulation assays, thrombin generation (TG) and rotating thromboelastogram (ROTEM). Our cohort included 5 patients with FVD, 4 severe and one mild. Two of them underwent TG and ROTEM prior to surgical interventions, including ex vivo spiking assays using bypass agents and platelets spiking. All five patients exhibited prolonged PT and PTT, non-dependent on their bleeding tendency. Patient 1, who demonstrated severe bleeding phenotype, underwent surgery treated by combination of APCC (FEIBA) and platelet transfusion. Therapy was guided by global tests (TG as well as ROTEM) results. During the pre and post-operative period neither excessive bleeding nor any thrombosis was noted. In contrast, TG and ROTEM analysis of patient 4 has lead us to perform the surgery without any blood products' support. Indeed, the patient did not encounter any bleeding. Global coagulation assays may be useful ancillary tools guiding treatment decisions in FVD patients undergoing surgical procedures.